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Abstract
A growing body of academic research has aimed to

investigate the helpfulness of online customer reviews
(OCRs) given their prevalence and the need to better
understand their appraisal mechanisms. However, past
studies have applied varied methods and reported
conflicting findings. This study aims to improve the
understanding of the contributors to OCR helpfulness
by synthesizing past studies on the topic. Based on a
systematic literature review, a summary of the
precursors to OCR helpfulness is provided. We decipher
both the consistent and conflicting results and discuss
the possible explanations for these mixed findings. By
summarizing past studies, the review also points out
possible directions for future research.

1. Introduction

In today’s digital age, consumers increasingly rely
on online customer reviews (OCRs) before buying a
product in order to reduce information asymmetry and
justify their purchase decisions [1, 2]. Over 90 percent
of consumers admit that OCRs influence their
purchasing decisions [3]. Indeed, by viewing the OCRs
of those who have purchased and used a product,
consumers can reduce the perceived uncertainty and risk
associated with purchasing a product [4]. OCRs have
gained importance due to their non-commercial
character, richness of their content, and impact on
consumers’ decision making.

OCRs, originally introduced to reduce consumers’
search costs, have themselves become a source of
information overload. The significant growth of online
platforms and communities has provided ample
channels for OCR generation and dissemination and
increased their influence in various markets. However,
not all OCRs are equally informative and useful [5].
Moreover, the sheer volume of OCRs available to
consumers may cause information overload [1, 6, 7, 8],
thus exhausting consumers trying to identify high-
quality reviews to support their decision making.

To address this problem, OCR platforms enable
users to indicate OCR informativeness by voting

reviews as helpful or unhelpful [9]. Helpful OCRs have
become an important instrument in customers’ decision
making [10]. To better understand this appraisal
mechanism, ample studies have been performed in the
past decade to attempt to identify the most influential
contributors to OCR helpfulness. However, inconsistent
results have been reported, and studies have adopted
varied research methods and analyzed distinct datasets.
For instance, the effect of star rating on review
helpfulness is not clear. Some studies suggest negative
reviews are perceived as more helpful under certain
circumstances [11, 12], whereas the opposite findings
were obtained in others [5, 9, 13]. Although empirical
evidence shows objective reviews are preferred by
consumers [14, 15], Scholz and Dorner [13] claimed
that objective reviews are more helpful for search goods,
whereas subjective reviews are more helpful for
experience goods. Without systematically synthesizing
the critical contributors to OCR helpfulness, it is
difficult to fully comprehend the findings of the existing
literature.

It is also relevant that OCRs are often unstructured
and primarily qualitative in nature [10]. However,
advanced techniques to understand OCR content are
available, and the OCR literature continues to evolve
and identify new factors affecting OCR helpfulness. For
instance, improvements in natural language processing
(NLP) and text mining techniques have enabled
researchers with the ability to extract more
characteristics embedded in review texts, such as
sidedness [16, 17], emotions [6, 18], linguistic features
[14, 15],  and so forth. Previous literature reviews have
not covered all of these newly emerging attributes [19,
20]. Moreover, previous reviews have only summarized
the conflicting findings without discussing the
inconsistencies of the results or how to improve the
utilized models. This study aims to fill in these gaps by
producing a systematic summary of the most recent
publications on OCR helpfulness to provide researchers
with up to date status of the literature and pointing out
directions for future research.

At the same time, this article discusses the different
contributors to OCR helpfulness and aims to decipher
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the mixed findings reported in the existing literature,
with the objective of better understanding their nature
and the underlying appraisal mechanisms operating on
online platforms. In particular, to provide researchers
and practitioners with insight into ORC helpfulness, this
study systematically reviews, analyzes, and synthesizes
the factors affecting consumers’ perceptions of OCR
helpfulness. In line with the methodological guidance
provided by Webster and Watson [21], 68 articles
published between 2007 and 2020 were analyzed in
depth.

In addition, this study contributes to both theory
and practice alike. It contributes to the growing
literature on OCRs by creating a theoretical framework
to facilitate understanding consumer perception of OCR
helpfulness. Furthermore, through the analysis of
review-, reviewer-, and product-related contributors, we
offer a summary of the consistent and conflicting
findings and discuss why inconsistent results exist or
how to improve the research. For the presentation of our
findings, we rely on trend map visualization of the
contributors to OCR helpfulness in order to provide a
holistic and straightforward overview of the factors
addressed in the existing literature.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as
follows: In the next section, we outline the adopted
research methodology. Then, we present the findings of
our literature analysis, covering both consistent and
inconsistent findings. We elaborate the possible
explanations for these inconclusive findings and
highlight the emerging trends. The final sections
provide a discussion of the implications and conclusion,
and in addition guidance for future research.

2. Literature identification and analysis

Following the structured approach recommended
by Webster and Watson [21], which minimizes bias and
error and adds rigor to the literature review process, this
work conducts a systematic literature review of the
existing research on OCR helpfulness. Since the
objectives are to summarize the current research on the
contributors to consumer perception of OCR
helpfulness and to provide guidance for further research
in this field, we traverse and analyze the OCR
helpfulness literature to provide a comprehensive
overview of the findings and discussion.

In the literature search stage, we used two methods
to identify relevant articles in the literature. First, we
conducted a systematic search using a number of
scientific research databases to retrieve data and
construct the review sample. To ensure the
comprehensiveness of the coverage of OCR helpfulness
articles in our review, we conducted manual keyword

searches on Science Direct, EBSCOHost, ProQuest, and
Google Scholar, which are the four largest and widely
used research databases and search engines for
academic research [22]. In particular, we used the
keywords “helpfulness/usefulness/trustworthiness,”
“online (customer/consumer) review,” “word of
mouth,” “WOM,” and “eWOM” to search for related
articles. Second, the references of encountered articles
were traced to guarantee the extensiveness of our
literature database. The combination of these two
literature search methods ensured that no major OCR
helpfulness articles were ignored.

According to the systematic review methodology
[21], inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to the
preliminary sample of articles. These efforts ensured
that the review sample was appropriate for the current
literature analysis. The criteria for practical screening
for inclusion were as follows: (1) The paper must be
academic and published in a peer reviewed journal. (2)
OCR helpfulness must be the main focus of the paper.
Because our objective focused on review-, reviewer-
and product-related factors contributing to OCR
helpfulness, we filtered out articles that solely focused
on predicting OCR helpfulness or developing natural
language processing and text classification methods.
After this stage, the extraction stage consisted in both
quality appraisal and applicable information extraction
[21]. By downloading and reading the abstracts of the
articles in the initial dataset, we ascertained that for any
paper in our final collection, it focused primarily on the
drivers of OCR helpfulness. Specifically, to be assured
of the comprehensiveness of our review, we kept both
empirical research papers and those conducting
experimental studies. Consequently, all the articles that
should be collected in our literature review have been
identified. By this process, we identified 68 relevant
journal articles published between 2007 and 2020 and
included them in our final sample.

We then extracted relevant information from each
article in the review sample, including research method,
theoretical grounds, studied factors, operationalization
of the contributor(s), and findings. To provide a clear
overview of the factors mentioned in the literature, a
trend map of contributors to OCR helpfulness was
developed (see Figure 1). This visualization makes it
easier for readers to track shifts in the research of drivers
of OCR helpfulness and, more importantly, their
relationship. Over time, research efforts have been
increasingly devoted to OCR helpfulness. Also, this
trend map illustrates the time at which different OCR
helpfulness contributors are initially investigated. The
key findings are reported in the subsequent sections
where we synthesize the findings to provide a
comprehensive picture of the existing literature.
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Figure 1 Trend map of contributors to OCR helpfulness

3. Review of study findings

The 68 papers that comprise our sample identified
18 contributors to OCR helpfulness (see Table 1). These
precursors that have been extensively investigated in the
past studies can be classified into three categories: 1)
review-related characteristics (e.g., star rating, review
length, review readability, and so forth), 2) product-
related characteristics (e.g., product type indicating
experience goods or search goods [9], and total review
number), and 3) reviewer-related characteristics (e.g.,
information disclosure, reviewer expertise, etc.). The
definition and operationalization of the abovementioned
factors, as well as their impacts on OCR helpfulness, are
consolidated and listed in Table 1. In addition, both the
consistent and the conflicting findings are presented and
summarized in the remainder of this section.

Figure 2 presents the framework of OCR
helpfulness: Review-related characteristics may
increase or decrease the consumer perception of OCR
helpfulness. Reviewer-related characteristics can
increase the perceived OCR helpfulness. Finally,
product-related characteristics can play a moderating

role in this relationship between the first two categories
and OCR helpfulness.

Figure 2 Framework of OCR helpfulness

3.1. Consistent Findings

Three out of the fourteen review and product
characteristics, namely review length, readability, and
review picture, were consistently reported to have
positive effects on the perceived helpfulness of OCRs.

Table 1 Major contributors to OCR helpfulness
Category Contributor Operationalization Studies and effects

R
ev

ie
w

ch
ar

ac
te

ris
tic

s

Rating 1) the star rating of the review (on a scale of 1–5)

+
[2, 5, 10, 13, 15, 18, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38]

− [6, 8, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]

× [12]

Rating2 1) the quadratic term of the rating + [1, 2, 6, 9, 34, 36, 42, 46, 52, 54]
− [10, 13, 31, 33]

Review length 1) the number of words (word count) in a review
2) the number of typed characters (character count) in a review +

[1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17,
18, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32,
33, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,
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52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]

− [35, 37]

Review
extremity/
equivocality/
consistency

1) moderate review assigned a dummy variable with a value of
0 or 1 (1 if the rating is 3 in the 5-star range)
2) extremely negative review assigned a dummy variable with a
value of 1 (if the review rating is 1, 0 otherwise)
3) the deviation of the review rating from the average rating

+ [7, 17, 23, 39, 42, 49, 55, 56, 57,
58]

− [1, 29, 41, 59, 60]

Readability

1) Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FK) [2], Automated
Readability Index (ARI), Gunning Fog Index (FOG) and
Coleman-Liau Index (CLI), indicating reading difficulty [2]
2) whether the review contains spelling errors or not

+ [6, 7, 14, 30, 34, 38, 39, 46, 47,
48, 50, 51, 52, 54, 61, 64]

× [2]

Review age 1) days passed since a given review was published
+

[5, 7, 8, 13, 34, 38, 39, 43, 47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56,
60, 65]

− [35, 36, 37, 58]
× [42]

Review valence/
sentiment/
polarity

1) review valence ranges from negative to positive (quantified
range [−1, +1], [1, 3], or [1, 5] or is assigned a dummy variable
indicating negative vs positive)
2) polarity, sentiment scores of all the words in a review
3) proportion of positive or/and negative emotional words
within a review

+ [1, 10, 11, 24, 28, 30, 35, 54, 56,
63, 64, 66]

− [36, 37, 48]

× [59, 60]

Total votes 1) total number of votes that a review received + [1, 14, 15]
− [2, 9, 18, 67]

Linguistic cues

1) review framing/structure/reliability/concreteness/
informativeness/objective/subjectivity.
2) word usage, functional, explanatory words, etc.
3) language style matching (LSM) of a review
4) narrative/language/communication style

+ [8, 14, 15, 31, 36, 45, 47, 50, 51,
64, 68, 69]

− [49, 70]

× [13, 56, 65, 67, 71]

Sidedness 1) a dummy variable equal to 0 for a one-sided review and 1 for
two-sided review

+ [72]
− [56, 66]
× [16, 17]

Emotion

1) discrete emotions
2) emotional arousal, which is the average arousal score of
identified words, ranging from 1 to 3
3) intensity of emotional expressions, ranging from −1 to +1
4) emoticons, which are graphic demonstrations of facial
expressions, taking values of 1 (absence) and 2 (presence)

+ [30, 73]
− [56]

× [6, 18, 33, 37, 38, 65, 74]

Review picture
1) number of pictures in review
2) picture embedded, a binary variable equal to 1 if a review
contains embedded picture(s), 0 otherwise

+ [8, 35, 53, 54]

Pr
od

uc
t

ch
ar

ac
te

ris
tic

s Total review
count

1) total number of available reviews of a product or service
2) popularity

+ [32, 56, 63, 65]
− [1, 5, 7, 30, 34, 38, 39, 53, 58]

Product type

1) a dummy variable of 0 for search/utilitarian goods and 1 for
experience goods/services
2) utilitarian value, which is average utilitarian value of the app
category, ranging from −8 to 8

+ [17, 28, 31, 62, 74]
− [1, 5, 9, 11, 15, 33]

× [30]

R
ev

ie
w

er
ch

ar
ac

te
ris

tic
s

Information
disclosure

1) a dummy variable equal to 1 if a reviewer discloses real
name, location, or profile photo + [8, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 35,

43, 44, 46, 52, 54, 61, 62]
Reviewer
experience 1) the number of reviews and/or photos posted by a reviewer + [28, 43, 44, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56,

61, 63, 72]

Reviewer
expertise

1) a dummy variable indicating whether a reviewer has top rank
10,000 label or “elite” badge (yes=1, no=0) or reviewer
reputation (reputed=1, novice=0)
2) number of “elite” badges, credibility of reviewer, rank of a
reviewer, or helpful votes received by a reviewer

+
[1, 13, 17, 26, 27, 31, 32, 35, 37,
39, 40, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 50,
52, 53, 54, 57, 59, 62, 64, 68]

Reviewer online
attractiveness

1) reviewer network centrality, or social ties, which is equal to
the number of friends of a reviewer + [25, 39, 43, 44, 47]

Note: + indicates positive effect, − indicates negative effect, × indicates mixed findings.
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The studies also achieved a consensus on the effects
of reviewer characteristics on OCR helpfulness. In
particular, 39 studies that investigated reviewer
characteristics, including information disclosure,
reviewer experience, reviewer expertise, or reviewer
online attractiveness, show that each of these factors
plays a positive role in enhancing the perceived
helpfulness of OCRs (see Table 1).

3.1.1. Review/product characteristics
· Review length is defined as the number of words or

typed characters in an individual review. It is found
that longer reviews positively correlated with the
helpfulness of OCRs, with only two outliers yielding
opposite results [35, 37].

· Readability indicates the degree to which a piece of
text is easy for the reader to comprehend. Readability
tests were employed to calculate this characteristic,
including the FK, ARI, FOG, and CLI tests [2] (see
Table 1). These tests approximate the U.S. grade level
at which students would comprehend a particular text
on a scale of 1 to 12, except for the FK, a reversed
reading ease index that 0 is least readable and 100
most readable. The vast majority of research taking
readability into account found that readable reviews
helped consumers to understand the review
information and were thus more likely to be voted as
helpful. Nonetheless, Korfiatis et al. [2] considered all
four readability measures in one model and reported
mixed findings.

· Review picture is operationalized as whether any
picture(s), or the number of picture(s), are embedded
in a review. Generally, all of the existing studies
considered review picture found that a review
accompanied by pictures tends to receive more
helpfulness votes.

3.1.2. Reviewer characteristics
· Information disclosure is measured as a binary

variable. A value of 1 means the reviewer disclosed
his or her personal information (e.g., real name,
location and/or profile photo) to the public. It has been
found that information disclosure is positively related
with OCR helpfulness.

· Reviewer experience is the experience of a reviewer
with posting reviews. Specifically, it is represented by
the numbers of reviews and/or photos posted by a
given reviewer. Previous studies have found that
reviewer experience positively relates with the
perceived helpfulness of reviews.

· Reviewer expertise is indicated by platform-awarded
elite badges or rank labels for reviewers’
contributions on these platforms. It is possible that
reviewers with such badges or labels gain more trust
and helpfulness votes for their reviews. Researchers

have found that reviewer expertise is positively
associated with OCR helpfulness.

· Reviewer online attractiveness is defined as the
number of friends or social ties of a reviewer reflected
as his or her popularity or attractiveness on online
social networks. Previous studies have found that, if a
reviewer has more friends, his or her reviews are more
likely to be voted as helpful.

3.2. Inconsistent Findings

We did observe conflicting findings in regard to the
influence of the rest of precursors to OCR helpfulness,
including star rating and its quadratic term, review
extremity, review age, review valence, review
sidedness, and so forth.

Review rating indicates a reviewer’s overall
assessment of a product or service [5], which is typically
measured with a numerical star rating on a scale of one
to five stars. Forty studies in our dataset investigated the
impact of review rating on OCR helpfulness, yielding
contradictory results (see Table 1). Over half of the
studies reported a positive impact of review rating on
OCR helpfulness, indicating that the higher the positive
rating, the more helpful it is considered to be.
Meanwhile, 17 studies revealed a negative effect,
claiming that negative OCRs are likely to receive higher
helpfulness appraisal. Similarly, Zhang et al. [12]
reported mixed findings that review ratings affect the
perceived helpfulness differently depending on review
readers’ consumption goals. Some researchers included
a quadratic specification of the review rating to account
for the nonlinear relationship between review rating and
helpfulness [9]. Nonetheless, their findings are
inconsistent as well.

Review extremity, which has also been
conceptualized as “review equivocality” or “review
ambiguity” [23], is often measured using dummy
variables, or by assigning different binary values to
moderate or equivocal reviews expressing mixed
opinions and to extreme or unequivocal reviews. Other
researchers have taken a relativism approach and
operationalized this concept as “review inconsistency”
[1, 39, 42, 55, 60], measuring review extremity by the
deviation of the star rating of review from the average
rating. Yet, it is still unclear whether review extremity
enhances or degrades the perceived helpfulness of
OCRs (see Table 1). Some studies have reported that
extreme reviews are perceived as more helpful than
moderate ones inasmuch as they convey a clear
message, expediting decision making. However, from
the perspective of information diagnosticity, some
scholars have argued that a moderate review containing
mixed attitudes often provides more balanced
evaluations of a product or service. Customers may
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perceive such a review as more helpful because of the
inclusion of more diagnostic information.

Review valence [24], indicating the evaluative
direction of a review, has also been coined as review
sentiment [1, 10] or polarity [37]. Researchers
operationalized this factor differently in the existing
literature. Some performed content analysis to measure
the valence of reviews [24], while others calculated
valence through NLP [6, 30]. Last but not least, several
others measured review sentiment directly based on the
fraction of positive or negative words [1, 10, 60]. As
shown in Table 1, different operationalizations have
resulted in inconsistent findings. On the one hand, two-
thirds of the studies in our sample identified that positive
sentiments in OCR texts have a positive impact on
perceived helpfulness. On the other hand, some reported
a negativity bias effect, with texts embedding negative
sentiments being shown as more likely to be perceived
as more helpful [36, 37, 48].

Review sidedness was usually derived through
content analysis. Researchers used a dummy variable to
code reviews as one-sided (containing either pros or
cons) or two-sided (mentioning both pros and cons).
Mixed findings are reported (see Table 1). For instance,
Filieri et al. [72] argued that two-sided reviews had a
positive effect on perceived helpfulness, whereas other
researchers warned of a negative impact [56, 66].
Schlosser [16] reported that the effect of review
sidedness on helpfulness depends on the perceived
consistency between the review content and ratings.
Chen [17] identified the interplay effects of review
sidedness, reviewer expertise, and product type on OCR
helpfulness.

Total review votes were collected directly from
online data sources as the number of votes cast on a
given review. Many researchers also calculated the
proportion of helpful votes to total votes. Seven studies
in our sample investigated the effect of this variable on
OCR helpfulness. Even though the studies including
total votes in their models used a uniform means of
measurement, antagonistic results are reported (see
Table 1). Three studies reported a positive effect of total
votes on OCR helpfulness [1, 14, 15], whereas another
four reported a negative effect [2, 9, 18, 67].

Review age is operationalized as the time interval
between OCR posting and data collection. The majority
of existing research found that review age, or reviews
that have been posted for a longer time, are more likely
to have more helpful votes. However, four studies
indicated a negative effect of review age. Wu [41]
reported mixed findings regarding the effect of review
age on OCR helpfulness.

Total review count is defined as the total number of
OCRs commenting on a specific brand, service, or
product. Most studies found that products with a larger

number of OCRs tend to receive less helpfulness votes.
However. several recent works reported opposite
findings [32, 56, 63, 65]. In more recent studies, review
age and total review count have been taken into account
as control variables.

3.3. Explanations for Inconsistent Findings

In this section, we explore possible reasons for the
inconsistent findings in the existing studies. Differences
in product type may be one reason why mixed or
conflicting results appear in regard to the effect of
review rating and its quadratic term, review extremity,
and review valence. Generally speaking, empirical
findings indicate the existence of a product-type effect,
affirming that reviews for experience goods are
perceived as less helpful than those for search goods [1,
5, 9, 15]. Among the twelve studies accounting for the
effect of product type, Mudambi and Schuff [9] argued
that product type, namely search goods or experience
goods, plays an important role in understanding which
factors contribute to OCR helpfulness. They reported
that product type moderates the effect of review
extremity and perceived helpfulness. Pan and Zhang [5]
found product type to moderate the relationship between
review valence and OCR helpfulness. Thus, failing to
take product type into consideration may confound the
results.

Another explanation for the mixed findings may be
disparities in the measurement and analysis of the
contributors. Most studies employ the fraction of helpful
votes to total votes as a dependent variable to represent
the helpfulness of reviews [1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 15, 18, 23, 24],
whereas some studies use the count of helpful votes to
measure OCR helpfulness directly [39, 42, 55]. Other
researchers in experimental studies have used a
dichotomous variable to represent whether an OCR is
helpful or not. Additional discrepancies can be observed
in the operationalization of other variables, including
review extremity, readability, and review valence.

Finally, yet importantly, the lack of consistent
findings may also be due to the varied research settings,
selection bias, or misuse of statistical analysis. As
Mudambi and Schuff [9] pointed out, researchers can
only collect the number of total votes and helpful votes,
rather than the number of people who read the reviews.
It is highly possible that selection bias is inherent in this
type of dataset. Some research has suggested employing
Heckman’s sample selection model [75] to treat this
potential bias. Also, studies using Tobit regression or
ordinary linear regression models are exposed to this
risk. The misuse of statistical tests was also spotted in
our sample; for example, when adding an interaction to
a model, both the interaction effect and the main effects
of each variable alone should be included [76]. Thus, in
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the analysis suffering from the omitted variable bias, the
effect of excluded variables is attributed to the included
variables, resulting in a biased coefficient estimate.
Researchers must be aware of these issues in order to
generate unbiased and consistent results.

3.4. Emerging Trends

Based on our review, we found that researchers
acknowledge that emotions are expressed in OCRs and
that these embedded emotions, without a doubt, have an
impact on their perceived helpfulness. Among the
studies on emotions, most of them simply mapped
emotions into two classes, positive and negative. Strictly
speaking, measuring emotions in this manner should be
termed as review valence or review sentiment rather
than emotion. Furthermore, this valence-based approach
to measure emotions has been increasingly challenged
for its inability to capture the nuance between emotions
that differ little in terms of valence [6, 77]. According to
Plutchik’s theory on emotion dimensionalities,
emotions are classified into eight discrete emotion
dimensions [78]. In particular, the discrete emotions of
joy, anticipation, surprise, and trust are categorized as
positive, whereas angry, anxiety, disgust, and sadness
are considered negative. Two articles documented the
effects of discrete emotions on perceived helpfulness
and demonstrated the necessity of examining discrete
emotions in OCR helpfulness literature [6, 18]. Yin et
al. [6] demonstrated the effects of two distinct negative
emotions, anxiety and anger, on OCR helpfulness.
Moreover, anxiety shows a stronger influence than
anger, even though they are both negative emotions [6].
Ahmad et al. [18] drew on cognitive appraisal theory to
examine the influence of four discrete emotions on
perceived helpfulness: hope, anxiety, happiness, and
disgust. They confirmed the differential effects of
discrete emotions on OCR helpfulness. Nevertheless,
academic research on the effects of discrete emotions is
far from conclusive.

With the advancement of NLP and text mining
techniques, linguistic cues have become popular and
widely studied drivers of OCR helpfulness. Researchers
not only can identify objective and subjective words [13,
15], functional words [56], and so forth from huge
volumes of textual content [47, 48, 49], but can also
efficiently assess text similarity [36], LSM [50], review
reliability and informativeness [31], and content
concreteness [69] in order to explore their effects on the
helpfulness of OCRs. Moreover, some researchers have
pointed out that review readers prefer clear and
structured OCRs [64] to negatively framed ones [45].
Others recommended reviewers to comment on specific
product or service attributes when writing OCRs [8, 71].
Nonetheless, research efforts are still necessary to fully

uncover the different layers of meaning hidden in OCRs
given the richness and versatility of language.

4. Discussion and Implications

This paper aimed to facilitate a better understanding
on the contributors to OCR helpfulness by providing a
comprehensive review of the existing research. Our
interdisciplinary and systematic literature review
identified 68 high-quality academic papers centering on
OCR helpfulness. We examined these articles in regard
to their research method, studied factors,
operationalization of the contributors, and findings.
Based on a content analysis, we extracted and
consolidated the contributing factors and categorized
them into three categories: review, product, and
reviewer characteristics. For each contributor, we
outlined its description, operationalization, and
corresponding findings. Our results suggest that the
findings are consistent with respect to the effects of
reviewer characteristics (information disclosure,
reviewer experience, reviewer expertise, and reviewer
online attractiveness) and three review characteristics
(review length, readability, and review pictures).
However, the findings are equivocal with respect to the
impact of other review and product characteristics (star
ratings and its quadratic term, review extremity, review
valence, review age, total votes, sidedness, emotions,
linguistic cues, and total review count and product type).

This systematic literature review has both
theoretical and practical implications. First, it
contributes to the existing literature by unraveling the
status quo of research on OCR helpfulness and
identifying potential research opportunities. Second,
this work contributes to the growing literature on OCRs
by creating an integrated theoretical framework to
facilitate the understanding of consumers’ perception of
OCR helpfulness. Third, a set of possible reasons for
conflicting findings is pinpointed, including the
moderation effect of product type, disparities in
operationalization, different research settings, selection
bias, and misuse of statistical analysis, which help to
shed light on the equivocal findings. Researchers may
take these factors or issues into consideration in order to
generate findings that are more consistent.

The findings derived from our literature review also
have practical implications. We have summarized the
effects of the contributors to OCR helpfulness and
presented them in a way that is more accessible to
practitioners. First, it can help OCR platforms
understand how to refine their appraisal mechanism of
OCR helpfulness and to prioritize reviews that are more
helpful to reduce information overload and facilitate
consumers’ decision making; this, in turn, can increase
the popularity of the platform. Second, the findings can
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serve as guidelines for companies to identify potentially
popular OCRs in a timelier manner, which can facilitate
them in taking corrective action against potentially
harmful OCRs and promotive action toward favorable
ones. Third, by promptly discerning potentially helpful
OCRs from misleading ones, consumers can make
better decisions, thereby leading to post-purchase
satisfaction. Finally, major contributors to OCR
helpfulness are also important for reviewers in order to
understand how to write helpful reviews. In this digital
age, such information is important for all the
stakeholders in the online market.

5. Agenda for Future Research

Adhering to the objectives of this systematic
literature review, we also offer recommendations for
future research in this field. Based on our results, a
number of fruitful research directions can by identified
for future works.

First, our literature analysis highlights a paucity of
intensive exploration of the impacts of discrete emotions
and linguistic cues on review helpfulness. Guided by
theories in the psychological domain, plenty of widely
accepted emotion dictionaries are available for
extracting emotions in texts. Machine learning is also an
apropos technique for this task. Researchers following
this agenda can use the aforementioned approaches to
detect discrete emotions and thereby study their
differential effects on perceived helpfulness.
Furthermore, the existing literature studied review
sidedness as a dichotomous variable, similarly
neglecting the subtleties of emotion. Future research
could aim to quantify the level of sidedness, as it is
critical to understand these nuances in order to truly
comprehend OCRs. Additionally, it is worth further
investigating the linguistic features of reviews, such as
argument structure and language style, as these might
interact with emotions and sidedness and affect OCR
helpfulness.

Second, the results show that the literature on the
drivers of OCR helpfulness is rather fragmented. Basic
review characteristics, such as rating, review extremity
and valance, review age, and so forth, were the most
investigated, albeit controversial, factors. Other
potentially influential factors were only analyzed
sporadically. Future research can explore theories from
different disciplines and to use them to propose
integrative models. For example, researchers can further
investigate how other factors such as purchase context,
price, risk, first-time versus repeat buying, consumer
skepticism, etc., affect OCR evaluation.

Finally, the current studies have extensively
investigated the contributors to OCR helpfulness based
on secondary data. Meanwhile, the effects of the design

and functionality of OCR systems remain insufficiently
investigated, for instance, the roles of big data analytics
and information curation in supporting consumers’
evaluation and appreciation of review information. We
therefore encourage researchers to adopt experimental
designs to study how the IT artifacts of OCR platforms
incentivize the creation or facilitate the consumption of
helpful reviews in addition to how these artifacts
influence customers’ decision making.
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